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SAV Abundance 6117
He sells! A thick, stout, heavy- 
muscled stud by Renown from a 
dam by Net Worth. He earned a 
205-day weight of 1045 lbs. for a 
weaning ratio of 114.

SAV Regard 4863

SAV Seedstock 4838

SAV Cutting Edge 4857

SAV Pedigree 4834

SAV Angus Valley 1867

SAV Recharge 3436

SAV Registry 2831

SAV Renown 3439SAV Ten Speed 3022SAV International 2020

114 th Production Sale
•Saturday • February 11, 2017 10 am at the ranchSaturday February 11, 2017

500 BULLS & 250 FEMALES SELL!

SAV Resource 1441
Muscle • Dimension • Rancher Approved

The 2017 SAV Sale features large AI sire groups and a volume 
selection of seedstock affordable to the cowman. SAV bulls have 
earned a reputation for adding thickness, volume, muscle and 
real-world fleshing ability, while leaving moderate, beautiful-uddered, 
productive females. They are the kind ranchers demand and search 
for — adding pounds to your calfcrop, maternal strength to your 
cowherd and dollars to your bottomline.



THE #1 SALE FOR RANCHERS WHO SELL THEIR CATTLE BY THE POUND...

He sells! This 3/4/16 herd sire prospect represents the phenomenal first calf crop by SAV Cutting Edge 4857. 
He has been a standout since birth, displaying worlds of shape, substance and style. He earned a 205-day 
weight of 984 lbs. for a weaning ratio of 108. His Pathfinder® dam by Density records a weaning ratio of 106 
on 7 calves and is among the heaviest milking, top producing cows in the SAV herd.

He sells! A high performance stunner by SAV Cutting Edge 
4857 earning a 205-day weight of 996 lbs. for a weaning ratio 
of 109. His Bismarck dam also produced SAV Angus Acres 
3205 at Alta Genetics AI Stud.

He sells! A proud representation of the sixty direct sons 
selling by the $260,000 SAV Cutting Edge 4857. His beautiful 
dam is a flush sister to Resource, the breed’s most dominant 
performance sire.

He sells! This 3/20/16 Harvestor son from a dam by Pioneer is 
recommended to ranchers who sell by the pound. He broke the 
performance barrier, earning a 205-day weight of 1015 lbs. for a 
weaning ratio of 111.

He sells! A calving-ease and maternal prospect from the first 
calf crop by the world-record selling bull, SAV Pedigree 4834. 
His heavy milking Rito 7075 dam from SAV Elba 1094 records a 
weaning ratio of 107 on 4 calves.

He sells! This performance prospect earned by a 205-day weight of 959 lbs. for a weaning ratio of 105 
and represents a powerful sire group of 55 sons selling from the $400,000 SAV International 2020, who 
ranks among the top 1% of proven sires for weaning weight, yearling weight and ribeye area. His second 
generation Pathfinder® dam by Bismarck records a weaning ratio of 107 on six calves and is a model of 
maternal efficiency, always bringing home a top calf.

He sells! A performance powerhouse by SAV Cutting Edge 
4857. His productive dam by Bismarck is out of the elite 
second generation Pathfinder®, SAV Emblynette 1181, who has 
produced Lot 1 bulls in two past SAV sales.
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SAV Cut Above 6271 SAV Boot Cut 6210

SAV Clear Cut 6286

SAV Cutbank 6211

SAV Herd Book 6143

SAV Crop Report 6393

SAV Instructor 6139

on 7 calves and is among the heaviest milking, top producing cows in the SAV herd.

He sells! This muscular, masculine son of SAV Regard 4863 presents all the qualities of an ideal beef bull. He is 
as thick and solid as they come and earned a 205-day weight of 960 lbs. for a weaning ratio of 105. His 3-year-
old dam by Angus Valley comes from five consecutive generations of Emblynette Pathfinders®.
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REAL PERFORMANCE GENETICS FROM THE WORLD’S LEADING ANGUS SOURCE...

He sells! SAV Top Cut 6067 is a top cut herd sire prospect with a bright future ahead from the phenomenal 
first calf crop by the $260,000 SAV Cutting Edge 4857. He earned a 205-day weight of 976 lbs. for a 
weaning ratio of 107. His productive, moderate-framed, efficient dam is a flush sister to Resource and 
always weans a high percentage of her body weight – a true testament to ranch profitability.

He sells! A standout Renown son with length, muscle and 
unmistakable herd bull presence. He earned a 205-day weight 
of 980 lbs. for a weaning ratio of 107.

He sells! This masculine Renown son is wide-topped, thick-
quartered and loaded with muscle. He earned a 205-day weight 
of 970 lbs. for a weaning ratio of 106. His Pathfinder® dam 
records a weaning ratio of 109 on 4 calves and his grandam, 
SAV Emblynette 3301, is the model cow for the Angus breed.

He sells! One of the best from the powerful first calf crop by the 
Genex sire, SAV Regard 4863. His heavy milking dam by Brand 
Name was produced from a flush sister to SAV Emblynette 5483, 
the Pathfinder® dam of International.

His grandamHis grandam

He sells! This powerhouse 3/2/16 son of International is a scale-crusher. He earned a 205-day weight of 
1040 lbs. for a weaning ratio of 114 and sports EPDs for weaning and yearling weight in the breed’s top 1% 
– important numbers if you sell pounds for a living. His Pathfinder® dam by Net Worth earned a progeny 
weaning ratio 111 on 4 calves and is among the highest Milk EPD and top-producing cows in the SAV herd 
and has a son enrolled at ST Genetics AI Stud.

He sells! A 3/13/16 Resource son with outstanding performance 
credentials, earning a 205-day weight of 1045 lbs. for a weaning 
ratio of 114. His heavy milking dam by Density is out of the 
maternal matriarch, SAV Madame Pride 0075.maternal matriarch, SAV Madame Pride 0075.

He sells! A big, powerhouse International son bred to put pounds 
on the scale and add dollars to your bottom line. His Pathfinder® 
dam records a weaning ratio of 105 on 7 calves and is a full sister 
to SAV Blackcap May 4136.
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always weans a high percentage of her body weight – a true testament to ranch profitability.

He sells! An incredible performance outcross by Charlo with thickness, muscle, rib-shape and massive 
dimension in a herd bull package. He earned a 205-day weight of 1023 lbs. for a weaning ratio of 112. His 
Pathfinder® dam by Rito 9969 records a weaning ratio of 112 on 3 calves and is a direct daughter of the breed 
icon, SAV Elba 1094. Thirty progeny of Charlo will sell on Feb. 11, 2017.
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SAV Income 6254
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SAV Off Road 6100

SAV Best Regard 6233
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THICK, MUSCULAR, CAPACIOUS, EASY-FLESHING ANGUS, BRED TO PUT POUNDS ON THE SCALE...THICK, MUSCULAR, CAPACIOUS, EASY-FLESHING ANGUS, BRED TO PUT POUNDS ON THE SCALE...

He sells! SAV Ratio 6091 is the heaviest weaning and highest ratioing bull of the entire 2016 natural calf crop, 
earning a whopping 205-day weight of 1071 lbs. for a weaning ratio of 117. Seeing is believing – this Resource 
son is powerful in his structure with the phenotype and performance of a major herd sire who could impact 
the Angus breed for years to come. His Pathfinder® dam by Net Worth records a weaning ratio of 105 on 7 
calves and produced the top yearling weight bull in the 2015 SAV Sale and the dam of SAV Ranch World 5288, 
the second top-selling bull from the 2016 SAV Sale.

He sells! This 3/22/16 son of Renown is loaded with thickness 
and muscle and demonstrates pounds in the right package. His 
productive Net Worth dam is a maternal sister to Density and 
Providence.

He sells! A 3/23/16 herd sire candidate by SAV Regard 4863. 
His heavy milking dam by Pioneer out of SAV Madame Pride 
0075 earned a weaning ratio of 106 on 5 calves and has a son 
featured at Alta Genetics AI Stud.

He sells! This 3/2/16 Resource bull has exceptional length, muscle and an arsenal of performance. He earned a 
205-day weight of 1055 lbs. for a weaning ratio of 115 and boasts EPDs for weaning and yearling weight in the 
breed’s top 1%. His productive dam out of SAV Elba 1094 records a weaning ratio of 105 on six calves.breed’s top 1%. His productive dam out of SAV Elba 1094 records a weaning ratio of 105 on six calves.

He sells! A 3/29/16 son of Angus Valley with impressive credentials, 
earning a 205-day weight of 1043 lbs. for a weaning ratio of 114. His 
Rito 9969 dam out of SAV Emblynette 3301 records a weaning ratio 
of 107 on 3 calves and will qualify as a Pathfinder®.

He sells! This massive, high capacity son of Angus Valley earned 
a 205-day weight of 1012 lbs. for a weaning ratio of 111. His Rito 
9969 dam out of SAV Emblynette 3301 is a real brood matron.

He sells! SAV Allegence 6277 is a personal favorite of the 2016 calf crop by Resource with so many 
positives to offer – perfect phenotype, top performance, stellar pedigree and the maternally-superior 
Emblynette cow family to back him. He offers immense herd-improving potential and will be among the 
important bulls to come from the historic SAV Program. His stat line includes a 205-day weight of 997 lbs. 
for a weaning ratio of 109. His productive dam by Brand Name has striking femininity, udder quality and is 
the front pasture kind.

He sells! This maternally-charged son of Regard comes from 
seven consecutive generations of Emblynette Pathfinders®. 
His Pathfinder® dam records a weaning ratio of 109 on 7 
calves and is a maternal sister to Prosperity.
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SAV Ratio 6091

SAV Allegence 6277



THE SAV GENETIC ADVANTAGE YOU NEED IN TODAY’S MARKETPLACE...

He sells! This 3/3/16 son of SAV Cutting Edge 4857 is a major-league herd sire prospect with powerful 
performance and phenotype that will capture your attention. He earned a 205-day weight of 990 lbs. for a 
weaning ratio of 108 and sports EPDs for weaning and yearling weight in the breed’s top 1%. His dam by 
Rito 9969 records a weaning ratio of 107 on 4 calves and his Pathfinder® grandam by Density records a 
weaning ratio of 106 on 7 calves.

He sells! A 3/2/16 Regard son with natural good looks and 
maternal excellence. His Pathfinder® dam by Right Time 
records a weaning ratio of 106 on 6 calves and his grandam is 
the dam of Predominant.

He sells! This 3/19/16 Renown son has flawless phenotype and 
real herd bull character – long, thick, stylish and loaded with 
muscle. His dam by Net Worth never fails and his Pathfinder® 
grandam continues in production at 19+ years of age.

He sells! This Regard son is extra thick and loaded with muscle 
and performance – the kind ranchers demand and search for. He 
earned a 205-day weight of 1005 for a weaning ratio of 110. His 
Pathfinder® dam by Bismarck records a weaning ratio of 113 
on 4 calves.

His grandamHis grandam

He sells! This Renown son offers exceptional length, thickness, capacity and performance. He earned a 
205-day weight of 965 lbs. for a weaning ratio of 105 and has all the positive attributes and credentials to 
change the landscape of any cow herd. His productive dam by Brand Name has joined the embryo program 
and was produced from three consecutive generations of Emblynette Pathfinders®.

He sells! A unique and valuable low birth bull representing the first 
calf crop by SAV Pedigree 4834, the world record-selling bull. His 
dam by Rito 7075 records a weaning ratio of 107 on 4 calves.
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He sells! A moderate-framed, masculine son of SAV Cutting Edge 4857 with the thickness, volume and natural 
fleshing-ability to excel in a forage environment. His Pathfinder® dam by Net Worth continues a chain of five 
consecutive generations of Emblynette Pathfinders® and is the dam of SAV Mustang 9134, featured at Select 
Sires AI Stud.
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SAV Point Guard 6250

SAV Native Grass 6378

SAV Guard Duty 6018

SAV Statistic 6236

SAV Short Cut 6088

SAV Herd Book 6143

SAV Cutback 6258

SAV Landscape 6110

SAV Statistic 6236 represents the first exciting offering by the 
$235,000 SAV Seedstock 4838, the lead-off bull of the 2015 SAV 
Sale. His Pathfinder® dam by Final Answer records a weaning 
ratio of 108 on 4 calves.



THE MATERNALLY EFFICIENT SAV COW HERD SERVES AS THE FOUNDATION...

SAV Blackcap May 4136

SAV Emblynette 5483

SAV Blackcap May 5530

SAV Emblynette 7566

SAV Madame Pride 0075 SAV Madame Pride 5290

SAV Emblynette 0491 SAV Emblynette 3301

He sells! A super complete Renown son who offers a balanced genetic and visual package that excels in all 
economically relevant areas – from calving-ease to carcass. His proven, perfect-uddered dam by Net Worth 
has been a rock-solid source of profit for many years and his grandam, SAV Madame Pride 0075, continues 
her productive role in the SAV program and 17-years of age.

He sells! This Renown son blends phenotype and performance with 
maternal value and cow family strength for generations. His dam 
by Net Worth is a proven producer with impeccable udder quality.

He sells! This powerfully-built Resource bull demonstrates the 
muscle, capacity, dimension and earned a 205-day weight of 
1059 lbs. for a weaning ratio of 116. His Harvestor dam is out of 
an elite Pathfinder®.

He sells! This son of SAV Pedigree 4834, the world record-selling 
bull, has exceptional length and athletic stride. His dam by Rito 
7075 records a weaning ratio of 106 on 4 calves and produced 
SAV Instinct 4258, featured at Genex AI Stud.

He sells! This Seedstock son has superior statistics across the 
board, including a 205-day weight of 949 lbs. His Pathfinder® dam 
by Final Answer records a weaning ratio of 108 on 4 calves.

He sells! SAV Native Grass 6378 is a 3/19/16 Renown son who brings pedigree, phenotype, performance 
and cow family strength together in perfect fashion. A full brother, SAV Grass Roots 5282, is the featured 
Lot 1 bull from the 2016 SAV Sale where he scanned a 365-day ribeye of 18.0 inches. His solid-producing 
Net Worth dam was produced from four consecutive generations of Emblynette Pathfinders® and his 
prolific grandam continues in production at 19+ years of age.

Featuring over 200 direct progeny of these world-renown SAV embryo donors...
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PREDICTABLE, POWERFUL, PERFORMANCE GENETICS FOR THE REAL WORLD...PREDICTABLE, POWERFUL, PERFORMANCE GENETICS FOR THE REAL WORLD...PREDICTABLE, POWERFUL, PERFORMANCE GENETICS FOR THE REAL WORLD...PREDICTABLE, POWERFUL, PERFORMANCE GENETICS FOR THE REAL WORLD...

He sells! SAV Captain 6083 is a unique and valuable AI stud prospect presenting the kind of outlier thickness, 
muscle shape, volume and performance that you rarely find in a low birth weight bull. He earned a 205-day 
weight of 978 lbs. for a weaning ratio of 107. He is sired by Capitalist from a productive, heavy milking 2-year-
old dam who is a full sister to Resource, Renown and Recharge. Imagine the possibilities here...

He sells! A superior calving-ease bull by Capitalist with all the 
extras. He earned a 205-day weight of 978 lbs. for a weaning 
ratio of 107. His 2-year-old dam is a full sister to Resource, 
Renown and Recharge.

He sells! This curve bender by Capitalist from a  2-year-old 
Resource dam will rival any low birth weight bull to sell this 
year. He earned a 205-day weight of 1013 lbs. for a weaning 
ratio of 111.

He sells! An eye-catcher by International. His beautiful, nice-
uddered dam by Resource is a seventh generation SAV embryo 
donor and ranks as the #1 ribeye EPD cow in the SAV herd.

His grandamHis grandam

He sells! SAV Cowboy Cut 6005 is a powerfully-built Cutting Edge son with extra muscle, volume, 
dimension and tons of performance. He earned a 205-day weight of 981 lbs. for a weaning ratio of 107 
and has all of the properties of a herd sire who will make a lasting contribution. His deep, massive dam by 
Brand Name sports a perfect udder and ideal body type to make her a favorite of visitors to the ranch.

He sells! This massive Renown son has excelled from start to 
finish. He earned a 205-day weight of 1003 lbs. for a weaning 
ratio of 110. His productive dam by Net Worth comes from four 
generations of Emblynette Pathfinders®. generations of Emblynette Pathfinders®. 

He sells! This absolute powerhouse by Renown from a dam by Net 
Worth is as thick, stout, heavy-muscled and rugged as you can 
build one. He earned a 205-day weight of 1045 lbs. for a weaning 
ratio of 114.
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SAV Blackcap May 8051

SAV Emblynette 0023
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SAV Madame Pride 2552

SAV Polly 0478

These proven SAV herd matrons will SELL on Feb. 11, 2017!

SAV Captain 6083

SAV Caliber 6131

SAV International 6019

SAV Stronghold 6112

SAV Abundance 6117

SAV Cowboy Cut 6005

SAV Captain 6083



FUNCTIONALLY AND GENETICALLY DESIGNED FOR THE COWMAN...

He sells! SAV Herd Book 6143 is a special favorite of his calf crop with a fresh pedigree and sterling 
credentials in traits that drive profit – the kind to build a herd around. He represents the first exciting 
offering by SAV Pedigree 4834, the world record-selling bull from the 2015 SAV Sale. His heavy milking, 
productive dam by Rito 7075 records a weaning ratio of 107 on 4 calves and is a daughter of the maternal 
icon, SAV Elba 1094.

He sells! This Renown son earned a 205-day weight of 1035 lbs. 
for a weaning ratio of 112. His Mustang dam comes from three 
generations of elite Pathfinders®.

He sells! This Resource son from a Bismarck dam is thick, stout 
rumped and loaded with muscle – the kind ranchers prefer. 

A picture is worth a thousand words. This outstanding Renown son combines phenotype, performance, pedigree and cow family strength to complete a perfect herd bull 
resume.  He will sell along with 500+ bulls Feb. 11, 2017. His moderate, nice-uddered dam by Net Worth is out of the maternal matriarch, SAV Madame Pride 0075.

He sells! This Resource son from a Harvestor dam has the 
performance and power to advance a program. He is the second 
top weaning bull of his natural calf crop, earning a 205-day 
weight of 1059 lbs. for a weaning ratio of 116.

He sells! This 3/8/16 Resource son demonstrates muscle, volume 
dimension and sheer performance. He earned a 205-day weight 
of 1046 lbs. for a weaning ratio of 114. His Pathfinder® dam by 
Bismarck records a weaning ratio of 108 on 5 calves.

He sells! A proud representation of the sensational first offering by SAV Seedstock 4838, the $235,000 
lead-off bull of the 2015 SAV Sale. He is awarded with size, length, volume and top performance – the kind 
who will add pounds to every calf he sires and enhance profitability for the cowman. His massive dam by 
Rito 9969 and grandam by Net Worth are from the SAV Blackcap May family that leads the breed in the 
production of AI stud sires.

Reputation performance and maternal genetics from the time-honored SAV program...
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